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Usmg the Laser doppler technique we report experimental velocity profile 
measurements of molten polyethylene flowmg mto a sht die. Our expenmen- 
tal measurements are restricted to the centreline of the flow and three 
transverse sections urlthm the sht. The results indicate that with the excep- 
tion of a high flowrate centrehne velocity overshoot, the normalised veloctty 
profiles are relatively insensitive to both temperature, polymer grade and 
flowrate. 

We have also carried out an analysis and simulation to estabhsh the effect 
on velocity measurements of both velocity gradients and solid boundaries 
w&m the probe volume of the mtersectmg laser beams used to measure the 
velocity profiles. Our results indicate that for our own experimental condi- 
tions we might expect to measure a fimte velocity at the wall and that the 
presence of velocity gradients will not significantly effect the time depen- 
dence of the auto correlogram. 

1. Introduction 

The mam objecttve of this paper is to report experimentally determmed 
velocity profile measurements of molten polyethylene flowmg mto a sht die. 
In particular, we concentrate on the behavlour of the centrehne velocity 
profile as a function of mean flowrate, temperature and polymer grade. In a 
companion paper to this one ]l] we use the kinematics for the velocity 
profile given her, together with an appropriate constitutive equation and 
polymer properties m order to simulate the associated centrehne stress 
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distribution. This stress distribution can then be compared with that ob- 
served experimentally from flow birefrmgence observations. 

Velocity measurements can be made m any transparent fluid by detecting 
the Doppler shift in the frequency of light scattered by particles m the 
moving fluid. If the scattering region 1s defined by the mtersection of two 
laser beams the frequency of the scattered light is independent of the 
direction of scattering and is sufficiently low to measure using photon 
counting methods. Laser-Doppler velocimetry based on these prmciples has 
been applied to measurements m a variety of flows m open an and m 
restricted spaces. The mam advantage for the latter type of application 1s 
that the method is non-mtrustve and the measuring regton can be defined 
very precisely The use of laser-doppler velocunetry for measurements on 
polymer melts has been hmtted, desptte its obvious advantages. Kramer and 
Meissner [2] have reported velocity profiles for molten low-density polyeth- 
ylene flowmg mto an abrupt contractton m a square section tube usmg a 
laser-doppler velocimeter arranged m a backward scattermg mode, and a 
number of authors [3-51 have made measurements on flowmg polymer 
solutions using similar systems. 

The most popular method in the past for velocity measurements m molten 
polymers has been streak photography wluch has been described by amongst 
others Drexler and Han [6,7]. The drawback of this method is that, as the 
velocity increases, the exposure ttme must be reduced to mamtain positional 
accuracy. Eventually a hrmt IS reached, either due to weakness of the 
dlummauon or due to the mimmum exposure time of the camera. The 
compensating advantage is that the apparatus is sample compared to a 
laser-Doppler velocimeter and relatively msensitive to operatmg conditions. 
The laser-Doppler system has to be ahgned with care and can be affected by 
stray reflections of light from, for example, the windows around the sample. 

Tins paper and its companion [l] constder m detail the flow on the 
centrelme of a rectangular duct. This is an extensional shear flow m which 

av, av, -- d=ax,= ,&. 

Such flows are important in many processing operations such as fibre 
drawing and die extrusion, but measurement of material properties m 
extensional flow is difficult, particularly at extension rates typical of m- 
dust&l processmg.; Methods which have been used include stretching rods 
of molten material [g-10] and, for less viscous materials, suspended syphon 
flow [11,12] and the triplelet [13]. An alternative, suggested by Cogswell [14] 
among others, IS to use a controlled convergent geometry and measure both 
stresses and strain rates. This paper demonstrates that the latter can readily 
be achieved using laser-doppler veloclmetry whilst the companion paper [l] 
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confirms that the same basic apparatus can also be used for stress measure- 
ments, thus bringmg a new type of convergmg flow extensional rheometer 
close to frmtton. 

2. Experimental details 

The layout of the experiment is shown m Fig. 1. The extruder IS a Betol 
25205 angle screw extruder with a 25-mm barrel exit. A calming sectton was 
inserted between the barrel and the die section to allow the flow pattern to 
develop and, by means of extra heating elements, to allow the temperature 
of the polymer melt to be “fine tuned” to match that of the die. The dre 
sectron and the block in whrch tt IS mounted are shown in detatl m Fig. 2. 
1.5cm-thick stram-free glass wmdows on either side of the die perrmt the 
flow m the die to be observed m detail. In order to seal the wmdows around 
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the die without imposmg undue stram on them, a threaded mount fastens 
into the block with a high temperature washer to hold the wmdow. The 
block is heated by two 375 W band heaters which allow its temperature to 
be controlled to &lOC. Thermocouple msertion pomts around the block 
were used to check that a umform temperature was achieved. The die chosen 
for this work was a rectangular sht section l-mm wide by 7.6~mm deep as 
shown in Fig. 3. The upstream approach is semicucular, which gives a sharp 
entrance to the die but elimmates for high density polyethylene the rectrcu- 
lation zones often observed in an abrupt contraction [l&16]. 

The arrangement of the measurmg system for laser doppler veloctmetry 1s 
shown schematically in Fig. 4. The shelf mounted on the lathe bed provides 
a rigid support for the laser and its receivmg optics whtch are arranged m 
forward-scatter mode Two crossheads fixed to the lathe bed allow the shelf 
to be traversed accurately parallel to the axts of the die, and across its width. 
The same shelf was also used as a mounting for the optical equipment used 
m flow birefrmgence measurements whose results are described m a compa- 
mon paper [l]. The aspect ratio of the sht, and its narrow width places 
caflous constraints on the use of the laser-Doppler veloclmeter In order to 
obtain high spatial resolution it is necessary to first expand the laser beam to 
approximately 1 cm diameter and then focus the expanded beam usmg a 
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Fig. 3 Dunenslons and shape of duct 

20-cm focal length lens. Thrs gtves a fmal rmmmum beam radius at the 
mtersection waist of approximately 5 pm and the beam splitter is arranged 
so that the beams cross over at the warst. The focussing of the beams results 
m a sample region (the region where the beams intersect) with a complex 
shape, but the aspect ratio of the slit is such that the long dimension of the 
sample regron is relatively unimportant. With such good spatial resolution 

Frg 4. Schematic hagram of laser ophcs 
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(typically 40 pm) it is essential that the sample region be correctly 
tioned unthm the slit and to do this the points at which the slit 
interrupt the beam on either side are found, and the centrehne taken 
nndway between these points. 

pos1- 
walls 
to be 

The receiving optics consist of a photomultipher tube and a photographic 
lens. The lens is focus& on the sample region and a pmhole IS used to cut 
out light from other sources (such as reflecttons from the transnntted laser 
beams). The output from the photomultiplier is analysed usmg a Malvern 
Instruments K7025 Photon Correlator. Tins correlates the signal from the 
photomultiplier m a short tune period (typically 100-1000 ns). Any permdic 
component of the signal then appears m the “autocorrelation functton” 
generated by the system, as a decaymg cosme wave. This process has been 
described m more detail by several authors [17,18]. A summary of how the 
autocorrelatton function is generated is given m Appendix 1. 

3. Effect of velocity gradients and walls on .velocity measurement 

The velocity autocorrelation function (a.c.f.) as shown m Appendix 1 is a 
function of all the veloctties present m the samphng regton dunng a 

0 

0 
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range of velocities in sample region 
velocity of centre line of sample region 

Fig 5 Graph showmg the raho of calculated veloclty/centre velocity, as a functron of 
maxmmm velocity range/centre velocity 
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measurement. It 1s possible to analyse the a.c.f., using a Founer Transform 
for example, and extract the velocity distribution, and this facility 1s availa- 
ble on the more recent Malvern Velocimeters [19]. However, the early model 
described here only indicates “ turbulence intensity” based on an assumption 
of a Gaussian velocity distribution, whxh 1s of httle interest when conader- 
mg the lammar flow of molten polymers. Two effects which could occur m 
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Fig. 6 Duqram showmg the effect of beam cut off at the wall A model parabohc velocdy 
profile 0 velouty profile predicted usmg equation (A4). 
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such flows were mvestigated as part of thrs work, to ensure that no 
distortion would be introduced to the velocrty measurements. These were the 
effect of very high velocity gradients (giving a wide spread of veloctties in 
the sample regton) and the effect of part of the sample region bang blocked 
by the slit wall (so that the mean velocrty measured was no longer in the 
centre of the sample region). The mathematical treatment of the autocorrela- 
tron function used in modelling these two cases 1s given in Appendrx 1. The 
results of the model for the effect of velocity gradients are shown m Fig. 5. 
The a.c.f. for a umform velocity across the sample regron is compared wrth 
those for mcreasing velocity gradients (equrvalent to mcreasmg the range of 
velocities sampled). As can be seen, the apparent mean velocity 1s only 
affected when the range of velocities sampled exceeds 10% of the mean value 
m the sample region. With the small sample region used in the expenment 
there IS unlikely to be any regton where the velocity gradient 1s suffrcrently 
large to give thts effect. The second effect studied was that resultmg from 
partial obscuration of the sample region by the slit wall. In thrs case the 
results are best illustrated by Fig. 6, which shows a parabohc velocity profile 
across the slit and the predicted velocity profile that would be obtamed 
using a laser doppler system with a 67qm beam radius to measure the 
parabohc profile. The profile which one rmght expect to measure is srgmfr- 
cantly distorted and has a fimte velocity at the wall which was not present m 
the parabohc profile used to generate it. Agam, the effect would be reduced 
by usmg a smaller beam radms but, m thts case, care would be necessary 
since the focussed beam is wider at the windows than m the sampling regron. 

The main conclumon from thrs simulatron work 1s that the measurmg 
system used 111 these experiments should not introduce any srgmfrcant 
Qstortrons mto the results. However, if a laser doppler velocrmeters 1s to be 
used m a confined region, the effects of hrgh velocity gradients and of 
obstructron of the beams by the walls must be constdered. 

4. Velocity measurements 

Velocity measurements were made 111 the apparatus described,, usmg 
molten high-density polyethylene. Two grades of BP Chemicals Rigdex 
polymers were chosen (140-60 M,, = 14000, M, = 65 000 and 006-60 M, = 
20000, M,,, = 130000). These materials are hrghly transparent when molten 
and it was necessary to add seed particles to ensure a sufficient level of light 
scattering for the velocrmeter. Approximately 0.2% w/w of 0.5-5 pm 
molecular sieve (sodium aluminosilicate) was shaken with the polymer 
granules before filling the feed hopper of the extruder and this adhered to 
the surface of the granules giving an even drstnbution after meltmg. The 
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measurements on each polymer were made at a number of volume flowrates 
and several temperatures. As far as possible these were matched, but control 
of the extruder was by screw speed so flowrates are rarely exactly equal m 
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different runs. Figure 7 shows velocity profiles measured across the width of 
the slit at vanous points along its length, using 006-60 at 190°C. Only the 
one set of transverse velocity profiles was measured, but it illustrates several 
important pomts. Firstly, the velocity profile across the slit matches reasona- 
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bly that predicted for a power-law fltid (i.e. one for which the apparent 
viscosity q IS given by 7 = k+“-‘) where n = 0.4 and thus power law index is 
m reasonable agreement with the expectations for 006-60. There is some 
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slight deviation from the prediction close to the slit wall and an apparent 
fnute velocity at and even withm the wall. This latter observation can be 
explained by the beam cut-off effect discussed m the preceding section. The 
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only way in which a velocity can be measured inside the solid wall 16 if it 
occurs as an artefact of the measuring system and it IS reasonable to assume 
that the same applies to velocitxs at the wall. The second notable point IS 
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that the velocity profiles are almost identical at the three sections down the 
sht. This shows that the development of the flow wrthin the slit occurs very 
rapidly downstream of the throat, partxularly as one profile was measured 
only 0.1 mm downstream. Thus observation has been predicted [20] for 
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Newtoman fluids of a sunilar viscosity and 1s important when considermg 
the relaxation of stresses down stream of the entrance, as we do m [l]. 

Figures 8 to 13 shows the measured velocity profiles along the centre hne 
of the sht for the two grades of H.D.P.E. at various overall flowrates and 
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TABLE 1 

Data relatmg to Fqs. 8-13 

FW= Materml Temperature Run Maximum entry Centrelme 
number OC number velocity grahent velocity 

e, @-‘I wthm slit 

0 (cm/s) 

2 14 20 
8 HDPE 170 3 22 45 

&gdex 006-60 5 15 28 
9 m,=20000 190 6 40 48 

?V = 130000 8 15 32 
10 210 9 35 64 

12 29 51 
11 HDPE 150 13 49 93 

Rtpdex 140-60 17 44 77 
12 m, =14000 170 18 74 13 8 

mw -65000 22 71 124 
13 190 23 113 204 

different temperatures. The figures also show the velocity gradient profiles, 
calculated from the velocrty data usmg a ample quadratic curve-frttmg 
algonthm. Details of the processmg condrtions are given in Table 1 and the 
linear viscoelastrc behaviour of both polymers 1s also gtven m Fig. 3 of [l]. 

We estrmate an accuracy m our velocrty measurements of order &lo% 
however the uncertamty increases as veloctty measurements are made near 
walls and when extruder flowrates are hrgh. Generally centrehne velocity 
profile measurements presented little diffrculttes once the optrcs were set up 
correctly. Eash measurement recorded m the figures was an average of five 
velocrty measurements taken at that point and we attribute most of the 
velocrty fluctuations to time-dependent flow varratrons from the extruder. 

The major features of the centrehne velocrty profiles can be descrtbed as 
follows. The mdrvidual velocity profiles all show a very sharp acceleratron of 
the flow m the regton Just upstream of the entrance, followed by an almost 
constant velocity m the sht. The acceleratron occurs over a very small 
distance (approxrmately four sht wrdths) and, as can be seen from Figs. 14 
and 15 which show the velocrty profiles normahzed m terms of the velocrty 
m the slit, the profile IS snntlar under all condrtions. The velocity on the 
centrehne wrthm the slit well down stream of the throat 1s approximately 
constant for each run, as was suggested by the profiles across the slit shown 
m Ftg. 7. Frgure 7 also mdrcates that the velocrty profile across the sht IS 
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sufficiently flat m the central region that shght rmsalignment of the measur- 
mg system relative to the sht axis will not affect the vahduy of the results. 
The variations in the veloctty measured m the sht that can be seen m the 
normahsed profiles (Figs. 14 and 15) are due to fluctuations in the mass 
flowrate from the extruder. These fluctuations were as htgh as f 5% of the 
total flow and could not be explained, except by assuming that the screw 
speed was varymg. 

Immediately downstream of the throat the velocity on the centrelme 
appears to go through a maxrmum, which becomes more apparent wtth 
mcreasing flowrate. This velocity “overshoot” has been predicted for elasttc 
hqutds flowmg into a sudden contractton [21] and has been observed by 
other workers usmg geometries of that type [2,3] The unusual shape of the 
die entrance m these experiments has not been modelled, but the observa- 
tion suggests that the “overshoot” is due to the sharp-cornered entrance and 
not, as has been suggested, to the rectrculatmg flows present m some sudden 
contractions. 

An important result, whtch can be seen from the normalized profiles, is 
that the shape of the velocity profile on the centrehne m the sht and m the 
entrance region, is relatively independent of flowrate, temperature and 
molecular weight, as least over the range of these variables considered. This 
suggests that, under the conditions of these experiments, the flow pattern 1s 
determmed more by the shape of the duct than by the material properties. 
Again, numerical models of the flow m an abrupt contraction mdicate that 
this should occur in creepmg flow [20]. 

5. Conclusions 

Our autocorrelation slmulatrons have shown that for the experimental 
conditions used m thts paper the presence of velocity gradients will not have 
a sigmficant effect on the mean velocity measurements that we make at any 
one spatical position. The simulations do indicate that we should expect to 
record a finite velocity at the wall even if the fhud velocity there is zero and 
this result was conftrmed by our experimental measurements of the trans- 
verse profiles w&m the sht. 

Withm the slit and downstream of the throat we observe the rapid 
development of a steady transverse velocity profile consistent with that of a 
power-law fluid, thts m turn is entirely consistent with expectations for a 
htgh viscosity flow with Reynolds number Re of order 10e4. Upstream of 
the throat the centrehne velocity changes occurred typically over distances 
of three to four sht widths and these changes were relatively independent of 
polymer grade and or temperature. At higher flowrates a velocity overshoot 
was observed on the centrehne unm&ately downstream of the throat, 
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however the generally observed charactenstic feature urlthm the slit section 
was that the centrehne velocity remamed essentially constant for all poly- 
mers, temperatures and at any given flowrate as the fhnd moved withm and 
along the centrehne of the slit. 
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Appendix 1 

The autocondation fun&m 

The intensity of light scattered by a parttcle passing through the mtersec- 
tton of two laser beams is given by [18] 

I(T) = I, exp 
i 

-2u2(T- *,)* 
r2 i_*( “““,- to)) (Al) 

where I, is the mtensity at the centre of the sample regton, which the 
particle crosses at time to. u is the particle velocity and s the frmge spacmg. 
The exponential term allows for the Gaussian intensity distrrbutton across 
the laser beam and the cosme term can be vtsualised m terms of the partrcle 
crossmg a senes of interference frmges in the intersection of the two beams. 

Fe 16. Geometry of the model used for smdatmg the effect of fide veioaty gradznts 
Qfiw the *on 6f beam mtel?%a%on. 
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The photon autocorrelauon funcuon 1s obtained by sampling this scattered 
light signal over a series of consecutive periods of time, each of length T, 
(the “sample time”). If the number of photons detected in a sample tune 
startmg at tune T IS denoted by n (T, c) then the autocorrelauon function 
is formed by correlating the photon counts from samples separated by 
integral multiples of the same time i.e. 

G”‘(t)= &(T, T,)n(T+ t, T,) W) 
T 

where t IS the “channel delay time” and 1s an mtegral multiple of T,. If the 
beam radius (r) is very large compared to the fringe spacing (s), then the 
time-dependent part of the correlatron function can be approximated by [22] 

G”‘(t) = $exp( !f$)( ycos( 2;ut 643) 

where w takes account of the reduced frmge contrast near the edges of the 

Velocity 
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\ Sample region 

\ 
. 
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\ 
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I 

\ 
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\ 

Wall 

\ 

Ag 17 Geometry of the model used for slmulatmg the effect of beam out off w~thm the 
regon of beam mtersection 
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sample region. If the velocity is not constant over the whole sample regton 
or over the duration of the sample, then the effect of the variation can be 
mcorporated mto the correlation function using 

G(')(r) = Jrn p(.)exp( F)( ycos( *))du 
--oo 

(A4 

where p(u) is the probabihty distribution function for the velocity. In 
general, 

/ 

00 
p(u)du= 1. (AS) 

--cQ 

However m the example considered, where the velocity gradient in the 
sample region is treated as lmear 

(A6) 

where u, and u2 are the lower and upper hnnts of the velocity m the sample 
region. Outside the range a1 to u2, p(u) = 0. In order to determine the 
effects of different velocity gradients across the sht, the integral A4 was 
evaluated numerically over a cyhndrrcal sample region m Fig. 16 For the 
effects of a wall obscuring part of the sample region, the method shown m 
Fig. 17 was used. Although a parabohc velocity profile across the slit was 
considered, the velocity gradient m the sample region was assumed to be 
linear, and to take the value which was appropriate to the centrehne of the 
sample region. 


